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Illustrated Content for Ereading
A Primer

So many questions...that lead to many more
Are you impressed by the high resolution displays and interactive and multimedia dynamics?
From children’s books to artist monographs, who enjoys the reading experience of illustrated
content on a device ?
Will interest in illustrated books on devices grow in concert with ownership of those devices?
Are digital illustrated ebooks poised to rival the print original?
With user controlled the font style and size, how does this impact design plans and typographic
choices?
Do you have the rights to use the same elements in a digital illustrated edition (images, text and
fonts)?

Narrow the focus and start with the basics

The Basics
The definition of "illustrated content" is broad and encompasses many
different genres: cooking, children's books, photography, graphic novels,
how-to, etc. To keep it simple, illustrated ebooks are not straight narrative
text and are unique due to the design elements used to create the book.
Unique is a selling tool or a deal killer depending on where you sit in your
organization. Applying known publishing basics to the problem can help
launch a successful ebook program:

• Title selection closely mimics the print side with the bonus of
sales data for reference.
• Format is now eBook vs app that involves a debate resembling
jacket embellishments (and the associated costs).
• Marketplace consisting of known and new partners and includes a
device or tablet.
• Development considering factors such as in-house vs freelance,
cost, schedules, and marketplace (device code) demands.

Title Selection
In order to focus resources, title selection is the
first major decision.
• Backlist top sellers have a sales history and
proven track record and an identifiable
market.
• Front List titles with unique content that will
have publicity attached for discoverability.
WARNING: Allow time in the schedule for
development on a parallel path, not an
afterthought in a marketing meeting.
• Series design: Redesigning a series for
ebooks will allow faster conversion or content
creation with minimal supervision.
Remember to check rights on all elements
in the book!

Format: Ebook vs App
Ebooks are files:
• Found in the virtual bookstore by title, author, subject, ISBN
• Follow the flow and style of a book using chapters, pages, captions, etc
• Low creation cost compared to an app
• Can be read using multiple devices or browsers

Apps are programs:
• Found in an app store searchable by title
• Designed for interactivity and regular content updates
• High cost creation compared to an ebook
• Can be launched using a specific device on a specific OS

Marketplace: Ereaders, tablets, browsers
Ereaders: Created to read narrative text with limited graphics capabilities (b/w)
• Kindle
• kobo reader
• nook
• Sony Reader

Tablets and Smart devices: Created to run apps, video, browsers, etc. (4/c...sort of. RGB not CMYK)
• iPad, iPod, iPhone
• Nook Tablet
• Kindle Fire
• Kobo Vox
• Android tablets - variety

Browser based: Utilized on computers and tablets
• BLIO
• Google

Color vs B/W

Development: Conversion vs Creation
First item of business: BUY at least one tablet and one
digital reading device for "proofing" your ebook
Conversion: Pros

Creation: Pros

• Low investment of time and
money.

• Complete creative and design
control

• Reputable conversion partners
keep up with code changes and
latest technical specifications.

• Flexibility to add new or bonus
content (audio or video)
• Ability to incorporate corrections

• High volume capabilities mean
more titles in the market faster

• Schedule control

CON: Steep learning curve no matter which route you take

Development: (Rethinking) The Design
Identify design pitfalls and rethink how elements will appear on screen
Common ebook "problem" elements:
• Captions and text overlaid on an image or having a "unique" position on the page
• Full bleed images across the gutter
• Sidebars or callouts
• Text contained within a box or with a heavy border

Rework or redesign these elements in the source file before sending out for
conversion or exporting from the design application

What is the worst that could happen if
you don't

What happened to my
design???

Future Tech Today
EPUB 3.0
Addresses 14 known issues in 2.0. Key items for the book publishing market include:
• Enhanced support for rich media and interactivity, enhanced metadata and navigation support
• Support of fixed formats
• Enhanced global language support
• Lack of annotation support
• Identified need for native support for mathematics & book-specific semantics (glossaries, advanced
cross referencing ability)
EPUB 3.0 is generating buzz about being the “solution” to lots of problems. The two central issues for
today apply to tomorrow:
∙
What can the device do?
∙
How fast will the device developers adapt/adopt?

HTML 5
2012 expected Candidate recommendation (not a universal go live but close for most)
eBooks would be most impacted by:
• SVG graphics will be supported. For example: Graphics could to resize with text without pixelating
• Enhanced audio and video support
Why do we care about HTML?
• HTML code is an integral part of the equation used in creating ePubs. The ePub 3.0 working group
is hoping that HTML 5 will fix many of the enhanced support issues in ePubs. This means less
code for them AND they get to use an international standard. Win-win.

Scaling the Problem
Focus on the basics and start with proven titles.
Identify the production person in your organization interested in ebooks.
Invest in a device or 2! Buy a few books and play with the functionality.
Attend a Tools of Change or other tech conference and ask questions!

